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Studio: Wicked Pictures Director: Axel Braun Starring: Remy Lacroix, Mandy Muse, Lyra Law Country: USA Synopsis: "This
is one of the best double penetration movies of the year. Axel Braun brings these girls all the way back to his place where we get
to see a double fisting and a vaginal and anal double penetration. Remy and Mandy are flawless in this film and totally deserving
of their titles of the best in the industry." Cinderella An Axel Braun Parody Wicked 2014 WEB-DL 720p MP4-RARBG An
Axel Braun Parody Scene 6. Epiphanny, Bailey, Bree, Chayse, Leah and Mya are playing with their favorite toys when Mya
accidentally lets her best friend Bree catch her while she's sucking on the lollipop. When she asks her why she does this, Bree
explains that she collects lollipops, and no one needs to know about it. The girls decide to keep their secret between themselves,
but when Epiphanny overhears the conversation, she asks if she could help her friend out and borrow some lollipops. They both
agree that they'd love to suck on a lollipop. It's a fun little game, but it's not long before the girls realize that these lollipops have
a secret all their own. Bailey and Bree both try sucking them but their efforts aren't particularly successful. So the girls decide to
try them out on each other. Bailey sucks on Mya's lollipop, and she starts to taste of Bailey's own pussy. Bailey and Mya enjoy
sharing the taste of their friend's pussy but it isn't long before Bailey decides she wants her pussy to feel the lollipop too. Bailey
sucks the lollipop between her own lips, and the girls start to see the fun and games in the lollipop as they experiment with their
lips. Bailey will put the lollipop between her pussy lips so that she can suck on it, and Mya fucks the lollipop to her pussy lips,
too. Mya helps her friend rub her clit with the lollipop, and Bailey rides it, too. The girls keep getting more creative with the
lollipop and their own pussies. Bailey brings the lollipop up to her mouth and tastes herself. Bailey fingers Mya's asshole as she
rubs Mya's clit while she gives Bailey a blowjob. The girls don't f678ea9f9e
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